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Retirement Of Our Editor.

Mr. Franklin H. Austin, managing edi-

tor of this paper, has resigned his position.
It is hoped that his retirement will not be for
any extended period. By the advice of his
physician he relinquishes literary work. For
the past five years he has been under a severe
mental strain with the result that his health
has become shattered. On April 10th he
went into the Queen's Hospital, where he has
since been lying. Upon recovery he contem-
plates going to the mountains of Hawaii.
While there he will employ his time in pre-parin- g

a book of short -- stories, which will be
published in the near future.

The nomination of Admiral Dewey on the
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equivalent to defeat. Miles ditto.
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mented Autocrat of the Breakfast Table truly connection from the counters and relays to
said regarding himself that the effort became the circuit-controlli- ng device into which the
greater with each succeeding vault. With cards are fed. The methods employed
Odd Fellowship, however, strength comes checking the proper workings of the machines
with increasing age and there is every pro- - are ingenious and interesting. If the card is
mise of manv more decades of life for this completely punched, or properly fed

popular society. Honolulu has the oldest to the machine, or placed upside clown, or
lodge west of the Rocky Mountains.

The historical novels like "Via Crucis,"
"Janice Meredith," "Richard Carvel" and
"When Knighthood was in Flower," which
have had such great sales lately, are good
money-maker- s for their authors and pub-
lishers and perhaps answer very well for
those readers who have perused Scott over
and over again. One book of Scott with
virile vigor is worth a whole shelffull of the
blazoned works of these ate roman
cers, who ever fail to grasp the pith of the
romance in history. " Richard Carvel" and
books of that are made to

Mechanical Detectioe.
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"These pMjutf record cards are then
counted, or nHVd, in electrical tabu-
lating machine! These machines are pro
vided with a circuit-closin- g device, which
the cards are rapidly fed by one. The
holes in control the electric circuits
through a number of counters, which will, as
desired, count the simple facts as to the
number of males, females, etc., or the
complicated combination which the statist!- -

if item been overlooked, or, in fact,
if everything is not all right, the machine
refuses to work, the is rejected.
Neither the machine work if the circuit-controlli- ng

device is operated without a
in place. Such a machine the
advantage that it not make mistakes
because it is tired or does not well, or
because the weather is warm, or by reason of
the thousand one causes which upset
the human machine.''
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tween $1500 and $'J500; D, over $2500; E,
vehicles for public service. A number of
prizes will be given, and more than 60 vehi-
cles are expected to complete. The start
will be from Hyde Park at 7 A.M. on Mon
day, April 23d.

No Prefix on Visiting Cards.
The fashion long in vogue among men of

having no prefix to the name on visiting
Cards has been adopted by the " political set"
in Washington. The wife of one of the
foreign ministers introduced the mode, and
" Margaret Blank " is now the approved
form for the card. It should be engraved in

script, such as the social world
used twentyfive or thirty years ago.

Clean Path for the Bicycle.

The path in front of a bicycle is cleared of
substances which would puncture the tires
by an .attachment, comprising clamps for
suspending a small circular brush in front of
the forward wheel, with driving wheels to re-

volve the brush rapidly on the ground.
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